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What is the afa Clay Peel?
Available only in professional settings, this revolutionary two-step treatment creates 
clearer, smoother, more evenly toned skin with little to no downtime. The afa 
Clay Peel begins with a unique, bentonite clay mask that clears surface debris and 
draws out oils and impurities, preparing the skin for application of the Antixodiant 
Facial Peel in Step 2. Patients experience exceptional results with little to no 
irritation and no photosensitivity. afa Clay Peel can be performed as a stand-alone 
treatment, though a series of three to six treatments performed every 2-3 weeks is 
recommended for optimal results when addressing more stubborn skin concerns.

What is the power behind the afa Clay Peel?
The science behind the afa Clay Peel’s unique efficacy is afaLUXE™. Synergizing a 
unique blend of antioxidants and a novel molecular technology, afaLUXE™ harnesses 
a very low pH with powerful brighteners and amino acids to provide genuine skin 
renewal and barrier restoration for nearly all skin types.

Why does it matter that the afa Clay Peel improves the skin’s 
natural moisturizing factors?
Skin-damaging UV rays can create coarse texture, dark spots and 
photopigmentation. Effectively addressing these issues can be incredibly difficult, 
and the treatments themselves often cause irritation, which can result in further 
skin damage. The skin’s natural moisturizing factors (NMFs) play an important role in 
maintaining proper barrier functions like moisture maintenance, cellular turnover and 
collagen production. afaLUXE™ is specifically formulated to work synergistically with 
filaggrin (an NMF) to enhance and support skin’s performance.
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Hyperpigmentation, baseline After 6 treatments

“The Clay Peel is one of the most powerful yet gentle peels I have ever used. Its brilliance 
is in the fact that it can reverse sun damage without significant irritation. Melasma is also 
improved in most cases, and it is the perfect accompaniment to any brightening system!” 

JOEL SCHLESSINGER, MD, BOARD CERTIFIED DERMATOLOGIST 
AND COSMETIC SURGEON, CEO OF LOVELYGROUP

Hyperpigmentation, baseline After 6 treatments

afa Restorative Gels are available in four strengths: Acne Care (9%), Mild 
(11%), Plus (15%) and Max (19%). These gentle yet powerful exfoliators:

   Encourage cell renewal

   Rejuvenate the complexion

   Address typical signs of aging 

  Refine tone and texture

   Reduce the look of enlarged pores

   Support collagen production

   Are non-comedogenic, fragrance- 
 free and hypoallergenic
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